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Nonlinear magnetohydrodynamic simulations that reproduce and elucidate the salient fea
observed duringb limit disruptions in tokamaks are presented. Confinement is destroyed by fingers
hot plasma that jet out from the center of the discharge to the edge, while fingers of cold edge plasm
injected into the center. The loss of confinement is extremely rapid; confinement is destroyed in ju
few tens of microseconds, in agreement with experimental observations. The magnetic field is virtu
unchanged during the rapid loss of energy confinement, which is also in agreement with experim
[S0031-9007(98)05730-5]
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The fusion of light nuclei in a hot plasma confined
by magnetic fields is a potentially unlimited source o
energy. The tokamak is a magnetic confinement devi
in which the hot plasma is confined by magnetic fiel
lines that spiral around in a torus. An important paramet
characterizing tokamak operation is the ratiob of the
plasma pressure to the pressure in the confining magne
field. To increase the fusion reaction rate while reducin
the cost of the confining magnets, operation at largeb is
very desirable. However, the amount of plasma ener
that can be stably confined in tokamak discharges is limit
by disruptions. When a threshold in the plasmab is
exceeded during a tokamak discharge, then there is
sudden, unexplained, very rapid loss of energy. The tim
scale over which the energy is lost is very short, on th
order of a few tens of microseconds [1], much short
than an electron-ion collision time. This loss of energ
occurs with little or no warning [1]; in many cases ther
is no precursor magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) activity. I
contrast to disruptions at high density, there is no negati
voltage spike associated with the thermal quench in hi
b disruptions and there is no evidence of flux reconnecti
[1]. Thus, while thermal confinement is rapidly lost, th
magnetic field remains virtually unchanged.

In this Letter we present numerical simulations tha
reproduce the salient features of the thermal quench in h
b disruptions in tokamaks, and which elucidate the physi
underlying the disruption. These simulations are based
the nonlinear resistive MHD equations for the pressureP,
the magnetic fieldB, the mass velocityV, and the mass
density rm, including the effects of a plasma resistivity
h in Ohm’s law and a viscositym in the momentum
equation [2]:

≠By≠t  = 3 sV 3 Bd 1 h=2B , (1)

≠Uy≠t 1 = ? sVUd  J 3 B 2 =P 1 m=2U , (2)

≠Py≠t 1 = ? sVPd  0 , (3)

≠rmy≠t 1 = ? U  0 , (4)
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where the momentum densityU  rmV . The MHD
equations are solved in toroidal geometrysR, f, zd, where
R is the major radial coordinate of the torus,f is the
toroidal angle, andz is the vertical distance along the axis
of the torus, with a square conducting wall of half-width
a in the poloidal plane. The equations are given in
normalized units [2] in which the timet is normalized to
the Alfvén timetA ; ayyA, with yA the Alfvén velocity,
and the resistivityh  S21, where the Lundquist number
S ; tr ytA is the ratio of the resistive diffusion timetr to
the Alfvén time. Axisymmetric equilibria, independent of
the toroidal anglef, are obtained dynamically [2] by evo-
lution of the two-dimensional MHD equations [(1)–(4)] in
the poloidal planesR, zd, with h  0 but with nonzerom,
until the forces balance:J 3 B  =P. The initial mag-
netic field is given byB  =c 3 f̂yR 1 Bf0sR0yRdf̂,
wherec is the flux, R0 is the major radius of the torus,
Bf0 is the initial magnitude of the toroidal magnetic field
atR  R0, andf̂ is a unit vector. The initial flux function
c  Cfsxdfszd, where fsxd 

Rx
2a ydyys1 1 ay2ld1yl ,

x  R 2 R0, a  fsq̄yq0dl 2 1ga22l , C  Bf0yfq0fs0dg,
q0 is the value of the safety factorq at the magnetic axis,
and q̄ and l are parameters which describe the safet
factor profile. The shapes of the initial flux surfaces
adjust dynamically until force balance is obtained in
equilibrium. The shape of the safety factor profileq
is characterized by the parameterl; as l increases from
unity, the q profile becomes flatter around the magnetic
axis. The equilibrium pressure is given by a flux function
Pscd  P0h1 2 f1 2 scyc0d3g2j, wherec  c0 at the
magnetic axis, andc  0 at the wall. This pressure
profile is flat around the magnetic axis withdPydc  0
at the axis, and is relatively broad. The ratio of the
pressureP0 at the magnetic axis to the square of the mea
poloidal magnetic field is denoted bybpol [2]. The
equilibrium mass density is uniform in space.

We consider a highb toroidal equilibrium withbpol 
1 in a torus with aspect ratioA ; R0ya  3. The safety
factor at the magnetic axisq0  1.1 in this equilibrium,
q̄  4.5, and l  2. The nonlinear, three-dimensional
© 1998 The American Physical Society 3081
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time evolution of a perturbation applied to this equilibrium
in a plasma withh  m  3 3 1024, is shown in Fig. 1.
This figure is a plot of the pressure in the poloidal plan
sR, zd atf  0 at four different times during the evolution
The lightly shaded areas near the center of the poloid
cross section in Fig. 1(a) are the regions of hotter, hi
pressure plasma, while the colder, low pressure plasm
located in the darker regions. The equilibrium is unstab
to ballooning modes that grow on the pressure gradie
on the large major radius (bad magnetic curvature) side
the magnetic axis. Att  0 the perturbation is small, but
it grows rapidly. Byt  80tA [Fig. 1(b)] fingers of hot
plasma from the center of the column are jetting outwar
on the large major radius side of the discharge, while t
cold edge plasma is injected in towards the center.
the nonlinear phase the instability leads to the creation
steeper gradients in the pressure that accelerate the gro
of the fingers. This process continues in time witho
saturating, and byt  180tA [Fig. 1(d)] confinement is
destroyed as the hot plasma jetting from the center ne
the wall at largeR, while the cold plasma that was formerly
at the edge reaches into the center of the column.

The results in Fig. 1 demonstrate that thermal confin
ment is rapidly lost within 200 Alfvén times. To relate thi
time scale to observed disruption times in the Tokamak F
sion Test Reactor (TFTR) [1] (major radiusR0  2.6 m,
minor radiusa  80 cm, temperatureT  8 keV, den-
sity n  5 3 1013 cm23, toroidal magnetic fieldBf 
40 kG), one Alfvén time in TFTR is approximately equa
to 0.1 msec. Thus, in the simulation shown in Fig. 1 th
thermal energy is lost in less than20 msec, a result that
is consistent with the time scale for rapid energy loss o
served during highb disruptions [1].

FIG. 1. Temporal evolution of the pressure in the poloid
plane sR, zd at f  0 for a plasma withbpol  1.0 and h 
m  3 3 1024, at tytA  0 (a), 80 (b), 120 (c), and180 (d).
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The evolution of the magnetic field during this pe
riod of rapid loss of thermal confinement is shown in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Figure 2(a) is a plot of the magn
tude of the poloidal magnetic field att  0; the poloidal
field is largest in the lighter areas. A corresponding plo
of the poloidal field att  180tA, when thermal confine-
ment is destroyed, is shown in Fig. 2(b). These two plo
of the poloidal magnetic field are nearly identical, and the
demonstrate that the magnetic field remains virtually u
changed even as thermal confinement is rapidly destroy
in agreement with experimental observations of the the
mal quench duringb limit disruptions [1].

The flow responsible for the rapid loss of confinement
shown in Fig. 2(c). This figure is a plot of the momentum
UR  rmVR in the direction of the major radius att 
180tA. The more lightly shaded areas are regions o
outward flow inR, while the flow is inward inR in the
darker areas. The flow speed increases continuously
time as confinement is destroyed. In the nonlinear pha
the convection cells deepen and become extended as t
reach all the way from the magnetic axis at the center
the column out to the wall.

In order to obtain adequate numerical resolution, th
magnitude ofh and m used in the nonlinear simulations
is much larger than that in highb tokamaks where the
peak value ofS , 109. The effect of varyingh and m

on the linear MHD stability of thebpol  1 equilibrium
is shown in Fig. 3. This figure is a spectral plot of the
linear growth rateg of modes that vary ase2inf, with
toroidal mode numbern, for three different values of
h  m. When h  m  3 3 1024, the growth rate

FIG. 2. Temporal evolution of the magnitude of the poloida
magnetic field in the poloidal plane atf  0, at tytA  0 (a)
and 180 (b). The momentum in the direction of the major
radius att  180tA is plotted in (c).
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rises asn increases beyond unity, peaking atn  6. For
larger n . 6, the growth rate continuously decreases
n increases. The effect ong of lowering h  m varies
depending on the toroidal mode number. Whenn is
small, the growth rate decreases ash  m decreases.
However, for largern the opposite is true; the growth
rate increases ash  m decreases. Overall, ash  m

decreases there is an increase in the peak growth rat
the spectrum and a shift to largern of the fastest growing
mode. Thus, the rapid loss of confinement seen in t
nonlinear simulation in Fig. 1 is not caused by the use
a relatively largeh  m. To the contrary, from Fig. 3
one would expect that, ash  m decreases, confinemen
would be destroyed even a little more rapidly. We hav
demonstrated this by repeating the nonlinear simulati
with a reduced value ofh  m  2 3 1024. The result
is shown in Fig. 4. This figure is a plot of the pressur
in the poloidal plane att  180tA after the application
of the perturbation whenh  m  2 3 1024, and is to
be compared with Fig. 1(d) whereh  m is 50% larger.
The results in the two cases are nearly the same. T
maximum value of the poloidal velocity, denoted byymax,
is a measure of the rate at which confinement is destroy
by the cross field convection of energy. During the sim
lation shown in Fig. 1,ymax increases continuously in time
from a small perturbation to a large value as confineme
is lost. At t  180tA, ymaxyyA  7.1 3 1023, when
h  m  2 3 1024, while ymaxyyA  6.6 3 1023,
when h  m  3 3 1024. Thus, there is actually a
small 8% increase in the rate at which confinement
destroyed (not a decrease) for a 33% decrease inh  m.
The viscosity tends to damp the convective motion of th
plasma across the magnetic field. Whenm is reduced, the
growth rate of the extended convective vortices increas

Alteration of the current profile has no appreciab
effect on the loss of thermal confinement in the nonline
simulation. When the central safety factorq0 is reduced
from 1.1 to 0.9, confinement is destroyed in exactly th
same manner as shown in Fig. 1, and at the same r
Thus, the presence of aq  1 surface, or lack thereof,
in the plasma has no effect on the loss of confineme
When the parameterl is lowered froml  2 to l  1,
the shear in the magnetic field around the magnetic axis
increased. But confinement is still destroyed by fingers
hot and cold plasma whose growth does not saturate on
same time scale as in the lower central shearl  2 case.
The pressure profile used in the simulation shown in Fig.
is flat around the magnetic axis, withdPydc  0 at the
axis. Confinement in abpol  1 equilibrium with a more
peaked pressure profile given byPscd  P0scyc0d2, with
dPydc fi 0 at the magnetic axis, is destroyed in a
analogous manner on the same time scale.

The results in Figs. 1 and 2 demonstrate that fingers
hot and cold plasma rapidly jet across magnetic field lin
during the nonlinear evolution of MHD instabilities in high
b tokamaks. The rapid motion of particles along the ma
netic field lines, physics not included in the MHD approx
as
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FIG. 3. Linear stability. The growth rateg, normalized to
the Alfvén time tA, is plotted for modes with toroidal mode
numbern, for three different values of the resistivity:h  m 
1 3 1023 (dotted line); 3 3 1024 (dashed line);1 3 1024

(solid line).

mation, acts both to transport energy from the hot finge
to the cold fingers and to diffuse the hot plasma from
the bad curvature (outside) region to the good curvatu
(inside) region, thereby reducing the drive for the insta
bility. In order to ascertain the impact of parallel trans
port on the growth of the fingers, we have included th
physics of parallel heat transport in our MHD simulations
For the TFTR disruption parameters discussed previous
the electron-ion collision timetei ø 250 msec while the
ion-ion collision timetii is longer still by the square root
of the ratio of the ion massMi to the electron massme.
Thus, the collision time is much longer than the time sca
over which energy is lost duringb limit disruptions. As
a consequence, during the short disruption time scale t
plasma is collisionless, and energy is transported along t
field lines by free-streaming particles. Since the plasm
is collisionless, the only coupling between electrons an
ions occurs because of electric fields created by char
separation, and the electrons are forced to follow the io
because the ions are much more massive. The rate of fr
streaming transport of ion energy along the magnetic fie
lines is unaffected by the much less massive electrons.
model the free-streaming ion transport in our simulation
we include a term2=kkkstd=kT in the equation for the
time rate of change of the pressureP, where the tempera-
ture T  Pyrm, and=k is the parallel gradient along the
magnetic field. With a time-dependent parallel therma
coefficientkk  y

2
i t, whereyi is the ion thermal speed,

the time scaletk for the transport of energy a distances
down a magnetic field line is given by the free-streamin
resulttk  syyi. For timest longer than a collision time
tii, kkstd ! kkstiid  y

2
i tii, the collisional result. The

effect of collisionless parallel energy transport on the MHD
stability of thebpol  1 equilibrium is shown in Fig. 5.
This figure is a plot of the pressure att  210tA after the
application of the perturbation shown in Fig. 1(a). Con
finement has been destroyed in the same manner as t
shown in Fig. 1. This simulation demonstrates that co
lisionless parallel transport is not rapid enough to pre
vent the loss of thermal confinement. The reason fo
the ineffectiveness of parallel transport can be seen
3083
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FIG. 4. Pressure in the poloidal planesR, zd at f  0
for a plasma withbpol  1.0 and h  m  2 3 1024, at
tytA  180.

calculating the distance a thermal ion travels down a fie
line in a short MHD growth time. The peak ion ther-
mal velocity in thebpol  1 equilibrium isyi,maxyyA 
8 3 1022. From Fig. 3, the growth timetMHD of the
fastest growingn  6 mode istMHD  47tA. There-
fore, the distances  yi,maxtMHD traveled by an ion in
a growth timetMHD is sy2pR0  0.2, only about one-
fifth of the way around the torus. The cross field loss o
confinement in highb plasmas is so rapid that even colli-
sionless, free-streaming ion motion along the undisturb
magnetic field lines is not fast enough to counteract it.

The results in this Letter contradict the conclusion
drawn in Ref. [3]. There it is claimed that the therma
quench is caused by transport along stochastic magne
field lines, resulting from the destruction of magnetic flu
surfaces. But the diffusion of energy along stochastic ma
netic field lines is much too slow a process to account f
the rapid loss of confinement in highb disruptions, unless
the magnitude of the stochastic magnetic field is extreme
large, much larger than is observed experimentally. W
can estimate the magnitude of the stochastic magnetic fi
required to rapidly destroy confinement from the collision
less diffusion coefficient [4–6]DB̃  sB̃yBfd2Lsyi for
transport in a stochastic magnetic field of magnitudeB̃,
whereBf is the toroidal magnetic field, andLs is the shear
length of the equilibrium magnetic field. For the TFTR pa
rameters discussed previously, and forLs ø R0, we find
that the stochastic magnetic field required to diffuse e
ergy across the minor radius in20 msec is very large:
B̃yBf ø 0.12, which yields B̃ ø 5 kG. This stochastic
magnetic field is as large, or larger, than the magnitude
the poloidal magnetic field across the entire cross sectio
This result is in disagreement with experimental observ
tions of b limit disruptions on TFTR [1], where there is
no evidence of flux reconnection or large magnetic pertu
bations. The equations used in Ref. [3] include terms th
3084
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FIG. 5. Parallel thermal transport. The pressure in th
poloidal plane attytA  210 is plotted for a plasma with the
same parameters as those in Fig. 1, but with a parallel ener
transport coefficientkk  y

2
i t.

model the transport of energy along magnetic field lines a
a wave propagation at the electron thermal velocity. Bu
free-streaming ions transport their energy down the ma
netic field lines at the much slower ion thermal velocity.

In summary, our MHD simulations demonstrate tha
confinement in highb tokamaks is destroyed by fingers of
hot plasma which jet out from the center of the discharg
to the edge, while fingers of cold edge plasma are injecte
into the center. This loss of confinement is extremely fas
confinement is destroyed in just a few tens of microsec
onds, in agreement with experimental observations. Th
magnetic field is virtually unchanged during the rapid los
of thermal confinement, which is also in agreement wit
experimental observations. The cross field loss of energ
is so fast that even the free-streaming motion of ions alon
the undisturbed magnetic field lines is not rapid enough t
counteract it. The stabilizing effect of parallel transpor
on more slowly growing MHD modes at lowerb will be
discussed in a future publication. The impact of electro
inertia (nonideal MHD) on these rapidly growing modes is
a subject for future research.
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